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Tables for determining the dimensions and loading of slabs can be found 
on pages 512 to 515 and the methods of practica! computation and details 
of design are illustrated in Example 6, page 469. 

Cross Reinforcement of Slabs. Cross reinforcement, that is, bars at right 
angles to the principal bearing rods, is customarily used to prevent 
shrinkage and temperature cracks, and to give added strength. Although 
this reinforcement is not absolutely essential, it stiffens the construction 
floor and often renders the expansion joints unnecessary. 

The amount of steel to use for this usually is selected somewhat arbitrarily, 
a cro5s-sectional area of bars equivalent too.2 percent to 0.4 percent (p = 
0.002 to 0.004) of the cross-section of the floors being the most usual 
practice. This reinforcernent is also necessary even when the heam is 
simply a small stiffener. 

The top of the slab over a girder or beam which is parallel to the 
principal reinforcement bars should be reinf orced transversely not only for 
stiffening the T-beam (see p. 443) but also to provide for the negative bend
ing moment produced with the bending of the slab next to the beam or girder. 
This reinforcement is also necessary even when the beam is simply a small 
stiffener. 

Computing Ratio of Steel. The ratib of steel in a slab is most readily 
found by dividing the cross section of one bar by the area between two bars, 
this area being the spacing of the bars times the depth of steel below top of 
slab. For example, a slab with steel 4 inches below the top and ½ inch 

round bars spaced 6 inches apart has a ratio, p = º·196 
= 0.0082, or 0.82 

per cent steel. 
2
4 

Square and Oblong Slabs. Flat plate design by the elastic theory is 
treated on page 483. A rule for ordinary cases is to require that when the 
length of the slab exceeds r½ times its width, the entire load should be 
carried by transverse reinforcement. For slabs more nearly square the 
following table represents the proportion of steel which should be run 
across tbe slab. These values, while not exact, are on thesafe side. 

Steel in Oblong Slabs 

Ratio of length to breadth of slab. 

l .. l 

l, 2 

1.3 
1.4 
1.5 

Ratio of steel across the slab in terms of the 
total steel. 

0.50 
o.59 
0.67 
o. 75 
0.80 
0.83 

f, 

r 
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Thus if a slab is square, the reinforcement may be placed half in one 

direction and half in the other. If th b d' , wl
2 

e en mg moment 1s -, the rein-
12 

f t ' h di · wl' orcemen m eac rect10n must satisfy -. The total amount of rein-
24 

force'.11ent thus deter~ned may be reduced 25 per cent by gradually in
creasmg the rod spacmg from the one-third point to the edge of the slab. 

DESIGN OF T-BEAM 

The quantity of concrete in a beam may be reduced when it is built 
at t~e s~me_ time as the sla~ so that _there is no joint between them, by 
cons1~enng. lt to be a T-section, that 1s, computing a portion of the slab 
as actmg with the upper part of the beam in compression. In Appen-

___ CENTRE OF COMPRESSION ... ----

b~ 
Fm. 132. Section ofT-beam. (See p. 423.) 

dix_ II, pages 7 54 to 7 56 inclusive, we present analyses of the two cases 
wh1ch ma~ occur, depending upon the location of the neutral axis: Case I, 
~eutral axis below the slab or flange; Case II, neutral axis at the under
s1de of. the flange; or within the flange. These analyses are not required 
for des1gn and therefore only the working formulas are here reproduced. 

The theory of the design is similar to the theory of a rectangular beam 
namel~, that the total compression in the concrete in the upper part of th; 
beam is eq ual to the total tension or pull in the steel at the bottom of rhe 
beam. 

In the design º: a T-beam, the thickness of the flange is fixed by the thick
ness of slab _reqmred to support its load, and the widtlÍ of flanae to use is 
se!ected in accordance with rules given below. The values t~ be deter
mmed by computation are then the depth of the beam, the width of stem 
or web, and the amount of reinforcement. 
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The width of the slab, b, to use for the flange of the T-beam in compres
sion is selected somewhat arbitrarily. In no case of course can it be taken 
greater than the distance between beams. The J oint Committee has rec
commended a width not exceeding one-fourth the span length of the beam 
and also has limited the width to use on either side of the web to four times 
the thickness of the slab. It is probably safe to ·use a somewhat greater 

ratio of width to thickness than this in many cases. 
0ross-section of Web as Determined by the She&r. The width of the 

web of a T-beam is governed by the layout of the tension rods (see p. 459) 

and bv a study of the shearing stresses (see p. 446.). 
Th; toti-1 vertical unit shear in a beam effectively reinforced with bent 

bars or stirrups, or both, is limited bythe Joint Committee to 120 pounds per 
square inch· for ordinary concrete having a compressive strength (in cylin
ders) of 2000 pounds per square inch at 28 days. This is conservative but 

was selected to prevent the opening of diagonal cracks. v- , 
To determine, then, the area of reinforced web required for shear involv-

ing diagonal tension, let 

b' = breadth of the stem. 

d - !.. = moment arm, the depth from center of slab to steel, the 
2 

thickness of slab being t. 
V = total vertical shear. 

then from formula (30) for determining the horizontal unit shear 

b'(d - ~)>~ 
2 120 

That is, the area of web at any point in the beam (considering this up to 
the middle of the slab) must not be less than the total shear divided by the 
maximum allowable unit shear for the beam with its reinforcement. 

The design is illustrated in Example 6, page 470. 
Mínimum Depth of T-Beam. The miuimum depth is the depth at which 

concrete and steel are stressed simultaneously to their working limits. It 
is governed by the compression in the flange which must not exceed the 
working compressive strength of the concrete. Greater depth than the 

minimum is generally used for economical reasons. 
The minimum allowable depth may be found from the folding diagram, 

page 525. If preferred, the rectangular beam formula (1), page 418, may 
be used where the depth of the beam is not greater than four times the 
thicknrss of slab, usiug in this formula the bn:adth of the-.flange, b, for 

\ 
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the breadth of the beam. For ratios of depth of T-beams to thickness of 
slab larger than four the rectangular beam formula gives unsafe results and 
the formulas given in Appendix II, page 755, must be used. 

The methods are illustrated in Example 6, page 4 70. 

Economical Depth for a T-Beam. Usually a greater depth than the 
minimum is desirable for economy, because deepening the beam reduces the 
area of steel proportionally. Professors Turneaure and Maurerl' analyzc 
the depth for maximum economy and tuggest from this the most economical 
values. 

Using the notation 

d = depth of T-beam from compressed surface to center of steel in inchcs. 
= thickness of flange in inches. 

b' = breadth of the sterñin inches.'1 

M = bending moment in inch pounds. 
f, = allowable unit tension in steel in pounds per square inch. 
r = ratio of unit cost of steel in place to unit cost of concrete in place 

(using same units for stecl and concrete). 

d _ t = ✓ -;-,V 
2 f,b' 

From this formula the most suitable depth may be selected after two or 
three tria) computations for different widths of stem. The ratio of costs, r, 

ranges between 38 and 75. For cost of concretet in place 20 cents per 
cubic foot, and cost of steel in place 3 cents per pound, the ratio of costs eq uals 
75, while for concrete at 40 cents per cubic foot an<l cost of steel 3 cents 
this value will be reduced to 38. In calculations where no unit costs are 
given, a value of 60 may be selected for r. 

The depth of the T-beam should not be made too great in proportion to 
the breadth of stem. Many designers make the ratio of the depth of a 
T-beam to its width of web between 2 aod 3. For very deep and large 
beamsa ratio of 4 may be accepted, while, on the other hand, if head room is 
limited, the depth of the beam may be fixed and the width of stem be deter-

mined by area required for shear, so that ratio, d may be even less than 2. 
b . 

Another plan sometimes followed in studying de;;igns is to make thcdepth 

* Tumeaurc and Maurer's "Prin~iples o/ Reinforced Construcrion," Second Edition, p. 238. 
t Tbe cost of concrete need not mclude form construction since a variation in deptb affects tbis 

but slightly. 
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of T-beam an arbitrary ratio to its span. Comparison of a number of 
representative designs shows an average ratio of span to deplh of beam as 
about 10 to 1 2, which suggests the approximate rule to make the depth in 

inches equal to the span in feet. 

Sectiona.l Area. of Steel in a. T-Bea.m. The area of cross-section of steel 
in tension may be obtained very closely by the following formula: 

Lct 

A, = cro!-s-section of steel in square inches. 
.lí = bcnding moment in inch-pounds. 
f. = allowahle unit tension in steel in pounds per square inch. 

d = depth of T-beam in inches. 
= thickness of flange in inches. 

then 

(15) 

This formula assumes that the ccnter of comprcssion of beam is at the 
center of the slab. This isivcs slightly high result~ for a T-beam with very 
thin llange in proportion to the <limensions of the web, and too low result5 
for a shallow T-beam with thick flange; ordinarily the error is so slight as 
to be inappreciable but if d is les<; than 3 t use formula (4), page 418, taking b 
as breadth of bcam. Formulac; for more exact computations or for review
ing T-beams are given in Appendix II, page 749, and quoted below~ 1t is 
recommended that an inexperienccd designer check hic; results obtamed by 

approximate formula5 by the more exact once;. 
From the diagram, page 525, the area of steel may be obtained directly 

and comparisons made between different designs. 

Deta.ils of Design. The design of a T-beam must also be studied for 
shear rcinforcement (sce p. 448), bond of steel to concrete (see p. 456), a.nd 
especially for the design at the support, which must be adapted to the nega-

tive bending moment (see p. 428). 
The example on page 4 70 illustrates the use of thc formulas and the princi-

pies of design. The sclcction of bending moments is treated on page 439· 

* Lct kd = dcpth of neutral ax:s; n - ratio of elasticity; b - breadth of 6angc; f, - outsidc 

ibrc comprcssion in concrete. Then, 

2 nd As + b 1' 3 kd - 2 r 1 . M . A1 kd . \ 1 
t!-2.n.-I,+

2 
b,;=-·~; ·¡d=d-z;f,-A,jd'Íc-1,t(kd-½t)jd ' 
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BEAMS WITH STEEL IN TOP AND BOTTOM 

Although concrete is always cheaper than steel to use for compression, it 
is frequently desirable to place steel in the compression as well as in the 
tension side of the beam. In a continuous beam, for example, the steel is 
carried horizontally into the support and may be fi.gured with the concrete 
to assist it in taking the compression provided its length is sufficient to 

provide bond. 
Analysis oí the design with steel located to take compression and tension, 

with no tension considered in the concrete, is presented in Appendix II, 
page 757. For convenience, the diagram, Fig. 133, is here r_eproduced, 

and the working formulas are given. 

STEEL 

NEUTRAL AXIS -·----

STEEL 

• • 

STEEL 

• • 
Fm. 133. Resisting Forces with Steel in Top and Bottom of Beam. (See 

p. 427 and 757,) 

Let 
b = brearlth of..hcam in inches. 
d = _depth of beam from compressed surface to center of steel in 

inches. 
a = ratio of depth of compressive steel to depth of beam. 
p = ratio oí cross-section of steel in tension to cross-section of beam bd 

above this steel. 
p' = ratio of cross-section of steel in compression to cross-section of beam 

above the steel in tension. 
fe = unit compressive stress in outside fiber of concrete in lb. per :;q. in. 

f, = unit tensile stress, or puli, in steel in lb. per sq. in. 
fa' = unit compressive stress in steel in lb. per sq. in. 
M = moment of resistancc or bending moment in general in in. lb. 

C
0

, C,, C,' = constante; from Table 8, pages 516, 517. 

The location of the neutral axis varies greatly with the location and the 
area oí the steel,so that an approximate formula cannot easily be made. 
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The allowable stresses must not be exceeded either in the concrete or the 
steel. The bending moment, therefore, must not exceed the moment of 
resistance of the concrete and the steel and the beam must satisfy the equa
tions (see p. 757 for derivation): 

M 
M = febtf- Ce (17) or fe= btf-C 

e 
and 

M 
M = f,btf- C, (19) or f, = btf-C 

• 
These formulas may be solved readily by introducing values of Ce or C, 

from the table on page 516. The constants are dependent upon the values 
of p, P', a and n and therefore vary with the reinforcement of the beam. 

The working strength of the steel in compression cannot be reached with
out exceeding the compressive strength of the concrete in which it is im
bedded, but, if it3 value is desired, it may be determined from the formula 
(39), page 759, which, with the <;ubstitution of C,' fo1 the square brackets, 
becomes 

M 
f', = btf-C' 

• 
(21) 

The value of C,' is obtained directly from the table on page 516. The use 
of the formulas is illustrated in Example 6, page 470. 

DESIGN OF A OONTINUOUS BEAM AT TBE SUPPORTS 

The formulas and table just given for a beam with steel in top and bottom 
are of the greatest value in designing the ends of a continuous bea , ,, 

A number of concrete buildings have been built in the past with beams 
having insufficient steel through the top of the supports to take the pull and 
insufficient concrete at the bottom of the ends of the beam to take the compres
sion, and when these ha ve been loaded as designed, cracks, and in man y cases 
serious ones, have occurred at the supports. J ust as much care, therefore, 
is necessary in designing the end of a reinforced beam as the middle. 

The tendency to overstress the supports is due to the T-beam design. 
In the middle of the T-beam the slab takes the compression, but at the 
support, the compression being in the bottom of the beam because of the 
negative bending moment, there is only the web of the beam to resist it. 

In designing, a slightly higher compression may be allowed in the con-

I• 

1 • 

1 

i 
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crete at the end than at the middle of the beam, using 750 pounds per 
square inch for 2 ooo pounds concrete instead of 650, (see page 528) 
because the negative moment decreases so rapidly that only a short section 
is under maximum stress. Besides this, the steel in the lower part of the 
beam (if sufficiently bonded to the concrete) may be reckoned in compres
sion by the formulas just given. If this is not sufficient to fulfill the require
ments, the lower surface of the beam near the support may be dropped so 
as to form a flat haunch. 

By bending up half of the horizontal steel in the beams on each side of 
the support, and carrying it across over the support, lapping far enough to 
attain its full strength in bond, the tension in the top of the support will be 
provided for, since this gives the same tension steel as in the center of the 
beam. If desired, the stress,/,, in the steel may be figured from formula 
(20) above. 

Alt,10ugh bond tests with hooked bars (p. 467) indicate that a right angle 
5 diameters in length or a semi-circular bend of similar length, properly 
imbedded, will develop the elastic limit of the steel before giving way, it 
is the safest plan in ordinary construction to rely upon a straight lap of the 
required length (see p. 464). However, where this is impossible, as at the 
wall line in a building, or in a retaining wall, the effectiveness of the hook 
permits thorough bonding of the members together . 

Since the bending moment is a maximum at or near the center of the 
support, the moment at the edge of the support is slightly less and it is, 
therefore, frequently worth while to recompute it or estimate it by curves 
on page 436. 

If the allowable compression in the concrete at the bottom of the member 
exceeds that allowed by formula (18), page 428, the steel in the bottom of the 
beam or else the concrete or both must be increased in area. The simplest 
plan in most cases is to make the beam deeper next to the support by form
ing a flat haunch. When this is not permissible, extra horizontal steel may 
be inserted instead. While the forros for this haunch are somewhat trouble
some to construct, their cost for beams and girders of usual size should 
not exceed 25t to 5~ each. 

The amount of increased depth required may be obtained by trial from 
formula (18) above, assuming a newdepth, and then with the aid of the table 
on page 516, determining whether the conditions are as specified. This is 
illustrated in the example on page 472. 

Under ordinary conditions the computation need be made only at one 
point, that is, next to 5he support, since the point to end the slope can be 
readily figured from the following formula: 
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For a uniformly loaded beam, let 

M b = negative bending moment next to the support. 
Mr = moment of resistance of the inverted T-beam without the haunch, 

govemed by the concrete. 
x = length of haunch. 

= span of beam. 

Then 

l Mb - Mr 
z= -

5 Mb 
(approximately)* (22) 

An illustration of the use of this formula is given in Example 6, page 4 72. 

EFFEOT OF VARYING MOMENT OF INERTIA UPON THE 
BENDING MOMENT 

However the bending moment may be computed, if the beam is built 
continuously with the next hay, pull or tension is bound to occur over the 
support with compression at the bottom of the beam. The assumption is 
sometimes made that if the middle of the beam is designed as freely sup-

ported, that ia, on a basis of w:, the supports will be relieved and a read

justment will take place. This is only partially true, and usually should 
not be counted upon in design. 

The assumption of reduced bending moment at the support is based on 
the smaller moment of inertia at the support, but a thorough study by the 
authors of different conditions shows that a very large difference in the 
moment of inertia, as great a difference as it is possible to have in any ordi
nary floor design, causes a reduction in bending moment of less than 10% 
and under most conditions the reduction is even much less than this. Con
sequently a beam at the support should be designed, as suggested in the 
preceding paragraph, for the full negative bending moment as required by 

wP 
the formula - . 

12 

* This formula is based u pon the fact that the point of zer~ ~ome~t is at approrim~teI_y ¼ ?f the 
span and from the curves of bending moment on p. 436, 1t 1s eVJdent that the vanation lll thc 
mom'ent between the support and tbe } point is very_ nearly ~ ~traight l~e. Hence the diffe~ncc 
between the bending moment and the moment of res1stance 1s 1~ appro:nmately thc s~me ratto to 
thc bending moment as is the ratio of the dista~ce from the poutt ~here the ha~ch 1s needcd to 
thc point of zero bending moment. When thc powt of zcro moment 1s not appro:nmately at ¼ span 
thc fraction may be altcrcd accordingly. 
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SPAN OF A OONTINUOUS BEAM OR SLAB 

It is customary to consider the span of a continuous beam or slab as the 
distance between the centers of its supports. In general this is the simplest 
plan to follow and one which is always on the side of safety. If the support 
is exceptionally wide, as when a slab runs into a wide beam, or a beam or 
girder into a large column,* an arbitrary length of span may be taken, if 
desired, as the net span between supports plus the total depth of the member 
which is being designed. The maximum negative bending moment may 
be considered then either at the center of the support or, if the width of the 
support is greater than the depth of the member, at a point within the sup
port equal to half the depth of the member. 

DISTRIBUTION OF SLAB LOAD TO THE SUPPORTING BEAMS 

If slabs are reinforced in both directions, the loads carried to the beams 
supporting them will not be unifonnly distributed over the length of Jhe 
beam, but may be assumed to vary in accordance with the ordinates of a 
triangle. 

Assuming that the slab transmits a load to its nearer support, we have 
the following formulas for determining the moment to use in computing 
the long and the short supporting beams. 

Let 
l¡ = the longer span of a rectangular slab in feet. . 
l, = the shorter span of the slab in feet. 
w = load per linear foot of beam if the slab is considered as supported 

by longer beams only. 
M 1 = bending moment in foot pounds of longer beam. 
M, = bending moment in ft ot pounds of shorter beam. 

Then the moments of the two beams, assuming them as freely supported, 
are found by the application of simple mechanics, to be 

I ( I 1;) ( ) M = - wl2 1 - - - 23 1 8 1 3 1; 
andM = (!._wP): 

• 8 • 3 

For continuous or fi.xed beams the fraction ¼ may be changed to its proper 
ratio. 
Formula (24) <loes not apply to girders supporting one or more beams. 
This case is treated under the heading which follows. 

* The deflection and the bending moment of a member are changcd as soon as it enters the sup
port bccausc of thc changc in thc momcnt of inercia. 
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43' . the two oontinoou, 
t wi1l be the beodiog momeot\ i~f which is twice the Example 2: f Wh~ oblong panel the whole l~nft; load both ways? 

beamd~h!~f~hlfh is reinforced so as to_transnnbe instead of t wz2 and 
brea . z, for the contínuous ams SoluJion: Usmg 1\ w 

substituting: 
1 

( ~ (½/¡)>) = 11 .,,¡' 

/2 i - 3 lf '4+ 1 
Momcnt in longer beam, M¡ = 12. w 

in terms of the longer span, and 

1 2 2 1 w/2 
Momcut in shorter beam, • 12 • 3 1 M = wl ~8. 

SLAB LOADS TO GIRDERS DIBTRIBUTION OF BEAM AND . 'con-

into a girder the load upon the girde . 
Whenone º'more~ ,un ad loads Írom the beams acting ~• tbeu 

sists of the concentrated live and ~e h 'formly distributed we1ght of 
· 'th the guder t e uru ll r points of intersection Wl • 'II distributed weight of a sma po -

the girder itself, and the u~sy~metnca y hi h bears directly upon the girder. 
tion of the floor slab, with Its live load, w c 

Id 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
¡d 
1 

b 

' d S!ab Loads to Girder. (See p. 432 ,) 
D. tribution of Beam an FIG. 134. IS 

. of severa! moments, a senes · of studies have To avoid the compulation ditions and it has been found 
been made by the au or f oirder• may be obtained wit ou 

th s for different con ' . h t 
. be ding moment o a o- 1 h · ht 

tbat the maximum n . . as a uniformly distributed load, t e we1g 
appreciable error by cons~den:~, slab and its live load, for an area whose 
of the girder plus tbe we1g~t d hose widtb is the average length of 1 gth 

is the Jength of tbe girder a~ wh . d The sum of these loads en h 'de mto t e gu er. 
tbe beams running fro~ eac ~ r •ves a uniformly distributed load for di . ded by the length of the gude gi 

"' • f • ula may be used. • b 
which the ordinary ?rm f uting tbe moment on the girder as t e Thus in Fig. 134, instead o comp 

l 

I 
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sum of the moments produced by loads of the triangles, a b e, plus the con
cent<ated loads from tbe heams at ,, tbe entire load d d d d may be 
considered as uniformJy distributed over the girder in the Iengtb a a. 

Witb only one condítion;, tbere an appreciable variation from tbe exact 
marimum moment, and tbis fa a case where two beams .-un into a gm¡., at 
theon,..tbin! po;n~. I!ere tbe marimum moment obtaíned by tbe unifonnly 
dístributed method give, sligbtly too consel'Vative "8ul~, and may be reduced by 10%. 
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Momen~ fa a gicde, olhet than the marimum must be compute<! for individual conditions. 

Bendíng momeo~ and shearing fo=, have to be cornputed so frequently 
fo ,efofon:ed conmte deOgn tbat the more comrnon ,u1es and formula., 
are giv,n he,e, and besides thls elemental matte, díagwrn, an, presented 
fo, estirnating the mornenra and sbean, fa variou.s ltinds of ioadíng, and 
recommendations are made for the computation of bending moments in 
de,;g.. Shea, and diagonal tensfon fo beams are taken up at length. 

Rule to Find Reactions at Snppo,tg. The "'1ction ata support rnust be 
lound fa ocdet to determine tbe bendfag mornent. The surn of the upwaro 
forces, wh;,h ;n •n!inary bearns an, the "'1ctions at the support,, ~ equal 
to the sum of ali tbe downwaro vertical forces o, loads. In a simple beam 

BE.NDING MOME.NTS A.ND SBEARS 

supported o, fixed at the two ends, the ,eaction at dtbet end ~ found by 
talcing mornen~ of ali forces about the othet support and solvfag fo, tbe reaction desired. 

Expressed as a formula, if 

R = desired reaction. 
P = any vertical load. 
l = span. 

x = distance of load from the support at wbich the reaction is desired. 
Z ~ sum, u,;ng - lo, downwatd and + fo, upwaro fo,ces, then 

&ample 3.· In Pig. •,s. where tben,;, a unifonn Jo.,¡ ovenh, entire span 
and al,o "'º"'º'"'"" load,P, - '°' and P, - 350 at the ¡ po;nt,. wbat is the left reaction l 

(200 X 8) + (350 X 4) + (100 X 12)6 so1,,,,,,,, R - - ,, - - 850 poru,d,, 

1 

1 
' 


